
SQL Sentry Essentials
Best-in-class database monitoring 
for up to 5 targeted instances 

Right-sized and right-priced for smaller database environments, SQL Sentry Essentials includes only the essential 

features of our flagship SQL Sentry database monitoring product and is ideal for monitoring up to 5 targets, 

including SQL Server, Azure SQL Database, and Windows.

Tired of wasting time fixing SQL Server 
performance problems?   
Even if you have just a few SQL Servers to monitor 

in your organization, finding and fixing performance 

problems can burn through valuable time—especially if 

you have a small team.

Discovering the root cause of problems can be 

frustrating if you don’t have enough detailed 

information, you don’t have visibility into related 

systems (such as Windows) that might be contributing 

to slowdowns, or you have a general lack of SQL Server 

expertise on your team.

There’s an easier way to fix  
SQL Server performance problems      
SQL Sentry Essentials from SentryOne provides the 

critical information you need so that you can monitor, 

diagnose, and optimize SQL Server performance. 

With SQL Sentry Essentials, you can quickly find and 

fix peformance problems with SQL Server, Azure SQL 

Database, or Windows. Plus, you can see an at-a-glance 

score of your environment’s health and proactively 

manage Advisory Conditions.

See key performance metrics at a glance 

See SQL Server performance metrics in an intuitive 

dashboard, and drill down to specific areas for further 

analysis.

Analyze high-impact queries 

The Top SQL tab displays running queries, completed 

queries, procedure stats, and query stats as well as query 

execution plan diagrams and query history.

Troubleshoot SQL Server blocking and deadlocks 
The Blocking tab displays all SQL Server blocks that occur 

during a specified time range in a hierarchical format, 

and the Deadlocks tab shows real-time and historical 

deadlocks with a graph so that you can identify problems. 



SQL Sentry Essentials Pricing

Perpetual License

License per targeted instance $995

Annual maintenance per targeted instance

(first-year maintenance required)

$199

Download a free 15-day trial today at 
sentryone.com/sqlsentry-essentials

Subscription

Subscription license per targeted instance $50/month

Subscription pricing is based on a 12-month term paid in advance with 

automatic renewal at the end of the term.

Anticipate and prevent database problems
Stop the deluge of meaningless notifications with 

Advisory Conditions, which help you watch for the 

circumstances that lead to performance problems and 

proactively prevent trouble before it starts.

Analyze and optimize SQL queries 

Not a SQL query expert? Not a problem. SentryOne Plan 

Explorer—included in SQL Sentry Essentials—helps you 

quickly troubleshoot queries to improve SQL Server 

database performance. 

Feature SQL Sentry Essentials SQL Sentry 

Performance Dashboard X X

Windows Processes View X X

Top SQL View X X

Blocking SQL View X X

Deadlock View X X

Alerting X X

Customizable Advisory Conditions X X

Integrated Plan Explorer X X

Disk Activity View X

Disk Space View X

Indexes View X

Quick Traces View X

Fragmentation Manager X

Storage Forecasting X

Event Manager and Event Calendars X

Compare SQL Sentry (our flagship monitoring product) with SQL Sentry Essentials


